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We’re going
to tell you the
biggest secret
straight off
the bat...

...there are no secrets!
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So, all the tips in this book are
available to you on Google.

But who’s got time to do all that
research, sift through all of the
marketing lingo, and consolidate
recommendations into some
realistic actions to improve your
Black Friday strategy?

Well, we do. 
It’s kinda our job.
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We’ve consolidated all of our expertise and
crafted some delightful nuggets of
information and inspiration that you can
take away to ask your marketing agency/
department or implement in your Black
Friday strategy.

And they should all be easy to complete,
we’re not talking complete overhauls of
strategy or creating a new website. You’ll
find something in here that you can action,
whether you’re reading this well ahead of
time or the night before (don’t worry, we’ve
got you).

This book focuses on
tips for Web
Development but check
out our other book on
Social Media.
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The Stats

Part 01

If Black Friday is your
brand’s “thing”, let’s face
it it’s not for everyone,
you’ve certainly got to be
in it to win it. If you need
any more convincing to
join the Black Friday
marketing trend, we’ll
just leave these stats
here.

£5.6bn

spent online
over Black
Friday in

2021
£275
on average
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18
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%
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That’s

£4.8bn

is all you have to make
an impression when a
user visits your website

Seconds

of annual sales are
expected to take place
this Black Friday
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Part 02
What role should
your website play?
With the right marketing strategy,
Black Friday has the potential to be
one of (if not the) busiest days of the
year with a huge increase in visitors
and orders. 

This is obviously a huge opportunity.
But if your infrastructure can’t handle
the traffic or your purchase journey
isn’t optimised, you could leave
shoppers feeling frustrated or unsure
whether they should complete a
purchase with you. The last thing you
want to do is give them a reason to
leave your website!

Part 03
What to expect
from Black Friday?
A huge source of traffic on Black
Friday is influencer blogs and websites
like HotUKDeals who do 'Best of Black
Friday' posts in all kinds of categories.

These posts can quickly gain a huge
amount of momentum so you'll want
your server infrastructure ready to
scale dynamically and ideally have an
service level agreement in place with
your development team to ensure that
any manual on the fly configuration
that's required can be implemented
quickly.
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Part 04
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Engage’s  
top tips for
making  
Black Friday
a success
Some little tips and tricks have been included
in the earlier sections but here’s the moment
you’ve been waiting for (or indeed skipped to)!
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Top Tips
Make sure customers
can easily navigate
your site
Review your current navigation,
filtering and search functionality
so it’s as intuitive to use as
possible. You could outsource
this sort of review and use paid
services for heatmaps or large
user testing surveys but, for the
purposes of time, get your team
to give feedback and review the
site to check everything is in a
logical place.
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Top Tips

You want users to be able to
enter your site and be warmly
welcomed with the following: 

Recognizable page names in
your navigation

Consistent and clear CTA
buttons

An easy-to-find search bar

A range of filters to whittle down
their page results 


Pro

Tip

Double points if you pop all your
best deals to the top of the
pages so they can be easily
clicked on.
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Top Tips

******
If you’re using discount
codes, don't hide them or
hold them hostage to an
email signup
Create a Black Friday landing page,
populate it with links to the best offers
around your store and make sure the
offer codes are obvious and easy to
copy to clipboard (ie: not in an image).

It's tempting to ask people to register to
your e-marketing database in return for
a discount. If you do this, be absolutely
sure that their discount code arrives
almost instantly. If a customer has to
wait then they’ll likely move on.
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Top Tips

Speed is king
Check-on on your Google PageSpeed
insights and see if there are any tweaks
you can make to get things loading a
little faster (optimising your image size
and format are often good places to
start!). Pay particular attention to
mobile speed as 1) most of your traffic
will likely come from mobiles and 2)
Google prioritises mobile page speed for
SEO. To simplify a rather complicated
system, shorter mobile page load =
better user experience = better search
results listing on Google.*
*plus several other on-page, off-page and content factors
that we’ll need another book to cover (watch out 2022).
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Top Tips

Add PayPal / Amazon Pay /
Apple Pay / Android Pay to
your checkout
We’ve all been on online checkouts
that are, quite frankly, a pain. 

If you can provide the range, and if
they are correctly implemented, the
right payment options allow a
customer to check out in a matter of
seconds rather than minutes. PayPal
express checkout is especially
effective. This can have a huge impact
on your conversions.

Part 05

Just a couple of things to doublecheck before the big weekend which
will help with a smoother ride.
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You should ensure your site adheres to all

GDPR laws and regulations. I know we all

hate them, but cookie consent banners are  

a must. 


Many people return to shop again from

stores they already know and trust. If they

haven't stored their password, they may

struggle to gain access. Make sure that your

forgotten password user journey is slick.

how
01

02

03

Enter your email

To

Recieve a password reset email

Enter your new password AND log them in

immediately (don't ask them to log in after

resetting their password, this is an

unnecessary step)
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Ideally, at this point you should also forward

them back to the original action they were

trying to perform (probably checkout).

Part 06

Summary

To summarise here’s a
couple of things to consider
this Black Friday:

If you’ve got good offers and
accompanying marketing activity,
expect an uptick in traffic over the
weekend (if not before) - 18% of annual
sales are expected this Black Friday. 

Ensure your server infrastructure can
scale dynamically to cope with more
users on your website.
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Check-in with your development team
to ensure any manual or on-the-fly
configuration can be implemented
quickly.


Make it easy for customers to find their
way to the goods! Give all of your
discounted products on one page with
helpful category filters to allow for
easy searching.


If you’re using a discount code - don’t
hide them or hold them hostage to an
email sign-up. Even implement an easy
copy to clipboard functionality or
apply your discounts to the products
without the need for a discount code.


If a customer’s code arrives by email don’t keep them waiting. Ensure that
email gets to them as quickly as
possible.

Make it easy for your customers to pay
in a matter of seconds rather than
minutes. We recommend Paypal
Express in particular. 

Watch out for GDPR - cookie banners
are a must. 

Double-check your forgotten
password process to ensure it’s
flawless and quick so previous
shoppers can easily checkout with you
again.
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Questions to
ask your social
media team/
agency/yourself
(delete as appropriate)

What’s the expected user journey to
find our Black Friday deals? 

How are we implementing the
discounts? Applying directly to
products or using a discount code? 

If this is going out to those that
register via email, how quickly do they
get their code?
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Where will users get this discount
code? 

Is the server ready to scale for the
increase in traffic? Are you able to
change things manually if needed?

What’s the user journey on the
checkout page? Can it be made
easier?

Is everything secure from a GDPR
perspective?

What is the forgotten password
journey like?
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So there you have it.

Our little Black Friday Book of Secrets to
help you maximise the opportunity of the
weekend without burning out yourself or
your team. Hopefully, it’s given you some
food-for-thought to discuss with your
internal team or agencies. And if they can’t
help, we’ll we’re only an email or call away.

If you want to discuss anything in more
detail, feel free to reach out: 

Phone: 0113 457 4090

Email: hello@engageinteractive.co.uk 


Follow us on the socials: For more tips, a glimpse into
agency life and to enjoy our favourite gifs
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Some motivation

Just a little bit of
humour to get you
through the
madness...we love
a meme here. 
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Such
y
funn

“May all your discounts be  
greater than 10% and include  
free next day shipping”

Will Blackmore, Technical Director

